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Phase Differential Angular Rate
Sensor—Concept and Analysis

James D. John, Conrad F. Jakob, Member, IEEE, Thurai Vinay, and Lijiang Qin

Abstract—This paper proposes and analyzes a new differential
phase angular rate (AR) sensor employing a vibrating beam mass
structure that traces an elliptical path when subject to rotation due
to Coriolis force. Two sensing elements are strategically located
to sense a combination of drive and Coriolis vibration to create a
phase differential representative of the input rotation rate. A gen-
eral model is developed, describing the device operation. The main
advantages of the phase detection scheme are explored, including
removing the need to maintain constant drive amplitude, indepen-
dence of sensing element gain factor, and advantageous response
shapes. A ratio of device parameters is defined and shown to dic-
tate the device response shape. This ratio can be varied to give an
optimally linear phase difference output over a set input range, a
high sensitivity around zero input rate, or a response shape not
seen before, that can give maximum sensitivity around an offset
from the zero-rate input. This may be exploited in an array con-
figuration for a highly accurate device over a wide input range. A
worked example shows how the developed equations can be used
as design tools to achieve a desired response with low sensitivity to
variation in device parameters.

Index Terms—Angular rate (AR) sensor, gyroscope, microelec-
tromechanical systems (MEMS), modeling and analysis, phase de-
tection.

I. INTRODUCTION

EMERGING applications require angular rate (AR) sen-
sors that are small, cheap, and accurate. Highly accurate

devices, such as fiber-optic and ring laser gyroscopes, have
been developed; however, both are too expensive and not
small enough for these applications [1]. The emergence of
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) has seen many AR
sensors developed that have the advantage of smaller size,
weight, power, and cost. These advantages allow such devices
to be integrated into many mainstream applications, including
jitter correction for hand held video recorders, computer and
game controllers, biomedical activity monitoring, personal
navigation, vehicle stabilization, and micro-unmanned aerial
vehicles (MUAV) guidance. They are still less accurate than
macro size conventional devices; however, micromachined AR
sensor performance has improved by an order of magnitude
every two years for the eight years prior to 1998 [1].

Vibrating mass [2]–[6] and vibrating ring micromachined AR
sensors [7], [8] both utilize the Coriolis effect caused by rotation
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Fig. 1. Vibrating mass AR sensor principle.

acting on a vibrating mass. Coriolis acceleration acts
perpendicular to a body’s velocity when subject to a rotation in
inertial space and is given by [1], where
is the rotation rate of the body and is the velocity with which
it is moving perpendicular to the axis of rotation (Fig. 1).

A. Vibrating Mass AR Sensors

The majority of micromachined AR sensors consist of one or
more mass or cantilever beams that are driven into oscillation
in one axis. When subject to a rotation rate in inertial space,
the mass also oscillates perpendicular to the drive axis, due to a
transfer of energy between two vibration modes caused by the
Coriolis force [1]. This perpendicular vibration is sensed and
the resulting signal is a sine wave with amplitude modulation
proportional to the input rotation.

B. Phase Detection Scheme

The first reported AR sensor to use a phase detection scheme
used a trident-type three-pronged tuning fork configuration with
the center arm having two capacitive sensing element below it
on either side of its centerline [9]. When the arm traced an ellip-
tical path due to the influence of Coriolis force, a phase differ-
ence representative of the input rotation, is induced in the sensor
outputs. Phase detection has the advantage of removing the re-
quirement of a constant drive amplitude, as will be shown in
Section II-C.

The phase detection principle was also adopted by Yang [3],
who developed a device consisting of a rectangular beam oscil-
lated using electrostatic actuation. The electrostatic drive plate
was offset to create unbalanced parasitic electrostatic forces
and, consequently, a driving force that is slightly diagonal. This
approach was suspected of causing nonlinearity in the results.
The likely cause of this is that the drive angle will alter as the
beam starts to vibrate, and the drive angle and gain factor are
directly related.

In this paper, we propose a symmetrical device structure with
strategic positioning of the sensing elements that has greater
control over the driving force. Section II-C uncovers some novel
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Fig. 2. Proposed device structure. Note that l and l describe the position of the piezoresistive sensor elements.

device response curves that can be achieved with the proposed
device.

II. PROPOSED PHASE-MODULATED AR SENSOR

A. Device Structure

The proposed device structure includes all necessary physical
parameters for a mathematical analysis of the phase detection
scheme. For the purpose of this analysis, it can be assumed that
the device is driven into oscillation using a piezoelectric drive
element and the sensor elements are piezoresistive.

The current device shown in Fig. 2 is similar in structure
to Yang [3] in that it consists of a rectangular cantilever beam
mass. Unlike Yang [3], it is driven into vertical oscillation using
piezoelectric actuators on the beam surface near its base, to en-
sure that the angle at which the driving force acts on the mass
remains constant, with respect to the base of the device. The
drive oscillation could also be achieved using electrostatic or
electromagnetic actuation; however, the use of a piezoelectric
drive allows the air gap around the mass to be increased, re-
ducing any squeeze film damping effects between electrostatic
actuator surfaces. The piezoresistive sensors are located on the
beam slightly offset from the centerline in the axis, to acquire
an evenly weighted ratio between drive and Coriolis vibration
amplitudes. The usual tradeoff of using piezoresistors is their
temperature dependent output; however, due to the amplitude in-
dependence of the phase differential scheme, this tradeoff is not
applicable. Piezoresistive sensors have the advantages of being
cheap, simple to fabricate, and they do not require complex con-
ditioning electronics as required for capacitive sensing methods
[10].

B. Operation

The beam mass is driven into oscillation vertically in the drive
axis ( ). When subject to a rotation around its operating axis
( ), the mass begins oscillating in the Coriolis axis ( ), due to
Coriolis force acting on the mass. When the natural frequencies
of the system in the and axes are not matched, the driving
force and the Coriolis force make the mass trace an elliptical

path. The piezoresistors are strategically located to sense both
a component of the drive oscillation and opposite components
of the Coriolis oscillation. The opposing Coriolis components
cause a phase differential in the two piezoresistor sensor signals
that is representative of the input rotation.

The device resolution is limited by the resolution of the phase
measurement method and the amount of noise on the signals.
This dependency may be reduced by reducing the operating fre-
quency so that the phase difference is easier to measure. The
device resolution can also be improved by increasing the gain
factor of the device through careful parameter optimization, and
by increasing the amplitude of the two sensor signals through
optimum physical placement.

Although the output of the device is unaffected by variations
in the drive axis amplitude, the drive amplitude must be large
enough to create sufficient motion along the Coriolis axis. This
can be achieved by driving the device at resonance. Typically, a
phase-locked loop is used to adjust the input frequency until the
drive axis output is out of phase with the input [11].

Since the system is driven very close to its resonance fre-
quency, the drive amplitude is strongly dependent on the in-
herent damping in the system. To attain a sufficient drive am-
plitude, this damping should be kept very low. Precise control
of the drive-mode amplitude is not necessary.

The placement of the sensing elements and the other design
parameters are investigated in the following analysis.

C. Analysis

Typically, the effect of Coriolis force on the drive axis is neg-
ligible; therefore, the respective equations describing the accel-
erations in the and axes for a nonzero mass are [11]

(1)

(2)

where is the driving force, is the mass is the input
rotation, and are the damping ratios, and and are
the natural frequencies in their respective axes.
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For this analysis, is assumed to be steady state and can
be replaced with [3]. While this is valid for the following anal-
ysis, in general, the bandwidth of this device will be similar to
that of a device operating in open loop mode. The phase detec-
tion scheme relies on the mass having an elliptical path; there-
fore, the motion in the Coriolis axis cannot be nulled to increase
the bandwidth, as is the case with many devices that operate in
closed loop mode. However, one technique to increase band-
width is to cause a slight mismatch between the drive and Cori-
olis axis resonant modes, which is already a prerequisite for the
design of phase detection devices (i.e., cannot equal zero).

Taking the Laplace transform of (1) and (2) where
and and solving for and

gives

(3)

and

(4)

Piezoresistor sensors output a change in resistance due to
stress

(5)

where and are the stress and and are the piezoresis-
tance coefficients in the respective longitudinal and transverse
directions with respect to the current flow [12].

The longitudinal and transverse stress on each sensor element
can be expressed as [13]

(6)

where is the Poisson’s ratio, the Young’s modulus for the
beam, and , , , , , and are the piezoresistor
positions relative to the center of the base of the beam. Sub-
scripts and have been included as inequalities may arise
between the two sensor locations due to fabrication limitations;
this is investigated further with the sensitivity analysis in Sec-
tion II-G. Combining (5) and (6) gives

(7)

Note that, for a greater sensor signal amplitude, the distance
from the base of the beam to the sensor element should be
minimized to increase the stress on it. Substituting (3) and (4)
into (7) gives

(8)

Noting the change in sign of the Coriolis axis term, sensor B
becomes

(9)

Since both sensor elements are operating at similar frequen-
cies within the sensor element bandwidth and are symmetrical
in design, it is assumed that any inherent propagation delay will
be small and affect both sensors equally and is, therefore, ne-
glected. Letting be the length ratio between and , be
the length ratio between and , be the frequency ratio
between and , and be the frequency ratio, between and

(10)

the phase difference between the two sensor signals be-
comes

(11)
Equation (11) is used to investigate sensitivity to and in

Section II-G; however, in an ideal case, the sensor elements will
be located symmetrically therefore

(12)

The driving force has dropped out of the equation, showing
the benefit of phase detection scheme where control circuits
to maintain constant driving amplitude are not required. The
sensor element scaling constants have also dropped out indi-
cating that any additional scale factor dependence, such as tem-
perature and inequalities in distances from the base of the beam

and , will not affect the phase difference between the two
signals.

The final expression for the phase scheme AR sensor (12) is
of the general form

(13)

where

(14)

(15)

(16)

Upon inspection, the denominator in (13) becomes zero when
. This indicates that will always pass through the

three points , (0,0) and when
and , (0,0) and when

. Note that only can be negative (i.e., when ).
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Fig. 3. Response shape determination. (a) The jj > p
3 normal shape response: a high gain around the origin decreases as the value of j�j increases (only

positive gradient case shown). (b) The jj = p
3 transition shape response: the transition between the offset and normal shapes (only positive gradient case shown).

(c) The jj < p
3 offset shape response: response has a maximum gain, offset from the origin by � in (24). (d) The jj = 0 zero or �� phase difference

response. The sudden change is due to one of the sensor elements going through zero amplitude and then inverting its phase. (e) The  < 0 the response has a
negative gradient. (f) The jj = 1:5375 optimal linear response: an optimally linear region in the range from�� to � with a gradient of approximately
2=�� (only positive gradient case shown).

Substituting (15) and (16) into gives , the points
where

(17)

Equation (13) can produce two general response shapes
and a point of transition between the two as can be seen in
Fig. 3. The first shape Fig. 3(a) resembles a regular arctan
curve that has a relatively steep section around the origin and
whose gradient decreases with increasing values of . The
transition Fig. 3(b) consists of a relatively straight line section
that stretches between and when

and and when ,
before the gradient again decreases with increasing values of

. The second response shape Fig. 3(c) resembles two arctan
curves joined at the origin whose maximum gradient occurs at
an offset in either side of zero.

The transition case occurs when has a point of
inflection at ; therefore, solving for , , and gives

(18)

Inspection of (15) shows that ; however, would
require the mass to be driven at resonance, destroying the ellip-
tical nature of the movement of the mass. If the device is driven
at the resonant frequency in the Coriolis axis , then

becomes zero and . This destroys the elliptical path
because motion in the drive and Coriolis axes will be in phase
and, therefore, along a straight line through the origin. If the
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Fig. 4. Optimizing response linearity. (a) Regression r values for each multiple of b=c. (b) Corresponding values of jj for each multiple of b=c.

drive frequency is adjusted further past the resonant frequency
of the Coriolis axis, then the elliptical path is created in the op-
posite direction (e.g., clockwise instead of anticlockwise).

Inspection of (14) also shows that is nonsensical, as
it would require either 1) , which would mean that the
sensing element would be positioned to only pick up the driving
vibration and no Coriolis motion, 2) , meaning that mass
is stationary and no driving oscillation is occurring, or 3)

, the previously mentioned resonance case. All three of these
cases result in or for all , as can be seen by
inspecting (12).

Therefore, the transition case occurs when

(19)

Substituting (14), (15), and (16) into (19) and simplifying
gives the general expression

(20)

where is a variable that indicates what the general shape of
the response will be (Fig. 4).

Responses plotted across a range of values are shown in
Fig. 5. The notable sections are shown individually in Fig. 3.
These show that gives an offset from zero response,

gives a shape resembling a regular arctan shape, and
when , the transition between the two occurs.

When , the response has a positive gradient, and when
, it has a negative gradient. The seemingly discontinuous

points when can be explained simply. When ,
one of the sensing elements will have zero amplitude resulting
in an undefined . When and , the sensing
element signal is inverted, therefore .

Equation (20) can be used as a design guideline to predict
the response shape for given and values. It is interesting
to note the shape of the response curve is independent of ,
indicating that the shape can be scaled in by varying . By
definition, and ; therefore, solving (20) for

gives

(21)

Fig. 5. Phase difference �� plotted across input AR range, for all values of
 . The  parameter varies the response shape, with jj < p

3 giving a response
having maximum gradient for nonzero input rates. The gradient is positive for
 > 0 and negative for  < 0.

Fig. 6. Plot of u over � for various  values.

The desired response shape, determined by the value of ,
can be achieved by adjusting for any value using (21) as
a guide. This can physically be done by adjusting the driving
frequency. For any value of , there is always one value of
that will result in each response shape. Fig. 6 shows plotted
over for various ratios. When , , resulting
again in the previously mentioned resonance case. If ,
then the response shape will have a negative gradient ( in
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Fig. 5), and if , then the response has a positive gradient
( in Fig. 5).

The shape can then be stretched or compressed in the axis to
achieve the desired operating range by adjusting the parameter
in (17), which can be more conveniently expressed as

(22)

Substituting from (21) gives in terms of , , and

(23)

Noting that is squared, will be the same whether the re-
sponse is positive or negative .

It should be noted that there will be tradeoffs and physical
limitations on each parameter that will impose restrictions on
the achievable shape and scale of the response. For example,
is limited by the fabrication resolution, and is limited by the
operating environment. As such, these limitations make good
starting points for design parameters.

D. Location of Response Curve Offset

The gradient of the response curve is proportional to the sen-
sitivity of the device and, in turn, its resolution. It was shown
in Section II-C that response shapes with maximum gradients
around an offset in are achievable when .
The size of can be found knowing that the point of max-
imum gradient will be a point of inflection, therefore solving

for and substituting in from
(20) gives

(24)

Equation (24) has real solutions for , as would be ex-

pected, and . For small values

of , (24) can be approximated to , which is
from (17).

In the opinion of the authors, an AR sensor with offset op-
erating point is novel and not described previously in the liter-
ature. Such a device could be used to give a steeper response
gradient at ARs within a range offset from zero, improving the
output resolution in this range, and with shallower response gra-
dient around zero. This variation in response gradient with AR
is useful where the device rotates constantly and measures de-
viations from the constant rotation, or where measurements are
expected within a narrow range of ARs. One possible applica-
tion for this may be on a vehicle, where higher rotation rates
would need stabilization system assistance, requiring a device
with higher accuracy at higher rates.

A more interesting application is using an array configuration
where multiple overlapping responses are used, each having a
high resolution around their respective operating ranges, with
sensor outputs combined to give a high resolution output over
a wide input range. This type of configuration would be more

efficient if all the masses in the array used common drive cir-
cuitry and possibly sensing circuitry. From (17), influences
the offset of the operating range. Therefore, multiple responses
curves with overlapping high sensitivity ranges can be achieved
by incorporating multiple pairs of sensing elements, each with
different values, on a single vibrating mass. It may also be
worth investigating if one mass could be used with a varying
drive frequency to focus the operating point.

E. Optimizing Response Linearity

The transition shape gives a relatively straight section
between ; however, it is not necessarily the straightest
response achievable between these two points. Since governs
the general shape of the response, it was hypothesised that
there would be a corresponding value for that would give
the straightest response over a range of interest of . Algebraic
measures of the linearity were intractable, so this was verified
using regression values as a measure of linearity and plotting
the maximum achievable against the range of interest of in
units of . This can be seen in Fig. 4(a). It shows that the

values are very close to 1 for ranges of interest up to
before trailing off, indicating that an almost linear response

can be achieved for ranges within .
Fig. 4(b) shows the values of that will achieve the maximum

values. For example, will maximize linearity
over a range of . This optimized shape is shown in
Fig. 3(f). The bounds of the linearised region are given by

in (17).
It should be noted that a device does not necessarily require a

linear response if the response is known. In some cases, nonlin-
earity may be an advantage. However, if a linear response can
be achieved, it may save additional output-scaling signal-condi-
tioning electronics. It should also be noted that the most linear
response over a range of interest may not necessarily give the
greatest gradient over the same range; however, a response with
a greater gradient may still have acceptable linearity.

The next section gives a worked example that shows how
the various derived equations can be used to choose parameter
values to achieve the desired response shape.

F. Design Example

As yet, a prototype differential phase AR sensor has not been
developed, but fabrication of a device is planned for future work.
However, early Simulink simulations of the physical device op-
eration yield the responses predicted by the mathematical model
presented in 12.

An AR sensor is required that gives a positive linear type
response over 500 /s given that and Hz

When in (20), the most linear response is
achieve over the range . Therefore, from (21)

(25)

(26)

The response will have a positive gradient when ,
therefore

Hz (27)
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity results for the design example. (a) Sensitivity to 20% variation in � shown either side of the design example responses for u = 1:0798. (b)
Sensitivity to 20% variation in � shown either side of the design example responses for u = 1:0798. (c) Sensitivity to 20% variation in � shown either side of
the design example responses for u = 1:0798. (d) Sensitivity to 20% variation in ! shown either side of the design example responses for u = 1:0798.

Note that for a negative response would be used
and treated the same way.

Given

s

Hz
(28)

and using (23), .
The design example response for can be

seen in each plot in Fig. 7. The response is almost linear
, and it has phase differential of approximately

0.18 s in the range of 500 , as compared to Yang [3],
which gave a phase change of 0.152 s in the range of

120 with a driving frequency of 700.6 Hz. This is a major
improvement, due in part to using the phase differential be-
tween two sensor signals instead of the phase shift of a single
sensor signal [3].

G. Sensitivity Analysis

Due to the large number of parameters in the model, an
exhaustive algebraic exploration of model sensitivity is in-
tractable, therefore numerical substitution will need to be
used for each design case. A sensitivity analysis was carried
out for the design example above using (11) and (12), for

, , and ,
where the subscript indicates the design example values.
The results are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that with a 20%

parameter deviation in each case the deviation in output ranges
from approximately 5% for and 20% for . It should be
noted that these results are valid for the design example and
will vary for different parameter values.

When is varied, the frequency ratio is assumed to be
maintained by varying the driving frequency . This is a crit-
ical issue as the values of to achieve the desired response are
very precise. However, a constant can be achieved by moni-
toring the phase difference between the motion in the drive axis
(Sensor A Sensor B) and the Coriolis axis (Sensor A Sensor
B), which gives an indication of and varying the drive fre-
quency accordingly. This could be the basis of a self-calibra-
tion system for the device. Altering the driving frequency to
maintain constant has no effect on the general shape of the
response; however, it does affect its scale in the input axis lin-
early since in (17). This can be compensated for in
the final scale factor of the output.

III. CONCLUSION

A new phase differential AR sensor has been proposed. Anal-
ysis has shown it can be designed to give response shapes rel-
atively linear for a given input range , to give high
sensitivity around zero, or high sensitivity around input rates
offset from zero. The not-seen-before “offset from zero” case

may be exploited in an array configuration to give a
device with high sensitivity over a wide range of input rotation
rates. Sensitivity analysis of a design example has shown low
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sensitivity to variation in device parameters when the ratio be-
tween the driving frequency and the natural resonant frequency
in the sense axis is maintained. As an alternative to amplitude
detection for AR sensing, a phase differential scheme possess
various other advantages. Phase differential is independent of
driving amplitude, removing the need for complex amplitude
control circuits. Any scale factor influence on the sensing ele-
ment, such as temperature dependence, does not affect the phase
differential output.
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